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Abstract—Spectrum sensing is a crucial issue in cognitive radio
networks. To improve the sensing performance, cooperation
among the secondary users can be utilized to collect space diversity. In this paper, we quantify the diversity order for various
cooperative spectrum sensing strategies. We first notice that, in a
spectrum sensing problem, diversity should reflect both the false
alarm and missed detection behaviors since they respectively capture the efficiency and reliability of the overall cognitive system.
Hence, we consider both false alarm and missed detection probabilities individually and jointly via the average error probability.
With the knowledge of both the noise strength and the primary
user signal strength, the threshold of the Neyman-Pearson detector
can be varied to control the system performance in desirable ways.
Interesting tradeoffs between system efficiency and reliability
are found in various cooperative strategies and analytical results
are presented to guide practical system designs with different
preferences.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio systems, cooperative diversity,
spectrum sensing, system efficiency and reliability tradeoff.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE explosive development of wireless services makes the
spectrum a scarce resource. Although the spectrum is almost fully assigned to various licensed wireless users, its actual utilization is not quite efficient (see, e.g., [4]). To address
such inefficiency, cognitive radio systems [6] were recently proposed as a means of filling the spectrum vacancy in time or
space [9]. In cognitive radio systems, the unlicensed wireless
users (a.k.a. secondary users) take chances to access the spectrum (temporarily or spatially) released by the licensed users
(a.k.a. primary users) so that the spectrum access is dynamic
and somewhat opportunistic [13]. To realize this, the first step is
the finding of such opportunities in the primary users’ spectrum
usage; that is, the so-termed spectrum sensing.
Among existing works on spectrum sensing, some focus on
algorithms to improve a single-user’s sensing performance by
utilizing some side information (see, e.g., [1], [5]). Nonetheless, the single-user spectrum sensing still consists of the system
performance bottleneck due to the harsh wireless channel encountering fading and shadowing effects as well as the noise
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uncertainty of the device [10]. To this end, cooperative spectrum
sensing by multiple secondary users can significantly improve
the sensing performance. Hence, this has become the focus of
most ongoing research (see, e.g., [8] and [12]). However, while
diversity has been well acknowledged as the intuitive benefit of
cooperative sensing, its rigorous meaning in this setup has remained largely unexplored. In this paper, we will quantitatively
determine the diversity order in various cooperative spectrum
sensing schemes.
Diversity has been widely adopted as a fundamental performance indicator in communication systems, where it is defined
and quantified in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR-)dependent behavior of the bit error rate (BER) for symbol detection [11, Ch. 3] or the outage probability of the mutual information [11, Ch. 5]. This concept was recently extended to the context of cooperative estimation in wireless sensor networks [2].
Therein, diversity refers to the SNR-dependent behavior of the
outage probability that the estimation variance exceeds a predefined value. In [12], the cooperative spectrum sensing process
is considered by emphasizing the false alarm probability while
fixing the missed detection probability. However, in the spectrum sensing problem, this does not sufficiently and appropriately facilitate the quantification of diversity.
Unlike traditional detection problems where focusing on either
the false alarm or missed detection probabilities while fixing
the other is a rather common exercise, doing so in a spectrum
sensing problem will risk unbalanced treatment between the
system efficiency and reliability. On the one hand, false alarm
probability is of critical importance because the whole purpose
of cognitive radio is to maximally utilize the spectrum vacancies,
while false alarms lead to undetected spectrum holes and can
significantly reduce the efficiency of such usage. On the other
hand, missed detections lead to deteriorated “cognition” level
and give rise to unexpected interference from the secondary users
to the primary ones. In short, false alarm and missed detection
probabilities respectively capture the efficiency and reliability
of the overall cognitive system. Hence, diversity measure of
cooperative sensing performance should fairly account for both
probabilities. In this paper, we consider the false alarm and
missed detection probabilities both individually and jointly in
terms of the average error probability which balances between
the system efficiency and reliability.
This new perspective accounting for both efficiency and reliability makes our work very unique with respect to existing ones
such as [12]. First, with this perspective, the threshold of the
energy detector can be adjusted to improve both performances
simultaneously. Second, our study better reflects the nature of
the spectrum sensing problem by quantitatively capturing the
tradeoff between the efficiency and reliability in closed form.
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This tradeoff has never been observed or documented before due
to the biased emphasis towards specific performance measures.
Third, for the multiuser sensing with hard information fusion,
the local detection strategy and the fusion detection strategy can
be jointly optimized based on the tradeoff relationship established in our analysis.
Our technical contributions are summarized as follows. i)
We derive the optimum detection thresholds by minimizing the
average error probability in both noncooperative single-user
and cooperative multiuser sensing scenarios. The diversity
orders of all three probabilities are then quantified under the
optimum thresholds. We also prove that such thresholds lead to
the maximum diversity order in both sensing scenarios. ii) We
consider two cooperative strategies, namely multiuser sensing
with soft information fusion and hard information fusion. The
former provides a theoretical bound on the diversity orders and
error probability performance in an ideal cooperative sensing
setup; whereas the latter leads to practical fusion and decision
rules together with their respective quantified diversity orders.
iii) We investigate the tradeoff between the system efficiency
(via false alarm probability) and reliability (via missed detection
probability) and present analytical results to guide practical
system designs with differing preference. iv) Depending on
whether the secondary users have the knowledge of the number
of cooperative users, we find that the optimal hard fusion rules
are respectively the majority-fusion rule and the OR-fusion
rule. v) We verify the benefit of cooperative sensing and
compare the performances of majority-fusion and OR-fusion
rules at low SNR.
The signal model, cooperation strategies and the performance
metrics with diversity definition will be given in Section II.
The diversity orders of the single-user spectrum sensing will
be analyzed in Section III, followed by various multiuser cases
in Section IV. Simulated verifications will be presented in
Section V, and concluding remarks will be given in Section VI.
Notation: Subscripts “ ”, “ ”, and “ ” refer to false alarm,
missed detection, and average error respectively; subscripts “ ”
and “ ” refer to fusion with soft information and fusion with
denotes a comhard information, respectively.
plex Gaussian random variable with mean and variance
;
Bernoulli
denotes a Bernoulli random
variable with probability of 0 to be ;
denotes a real random variable uniformly distributed over interval
.
denotes two functions of with
, where is a nonzero constant.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In cognitive radio networks, the secondary users need to sense
the spectrum usage by the primary users. The performance of
spectrum sensing depends heavily on the signal strength at the
secondary users. However, the signal strength at a single secondary user can be very low due to channel fading. Thus, cooperation among secondary users can be utilized to improve the
sensing performance, as suggested in [3]–[5], [8], and [12]. In
this section, we will introduce the signal model at the spectrum
sensing users, their cooperation strategies and the performance
metric of spectrum sensing in terms of the diversity order.
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A. The Signal at Sensing Users
In the spectrum sensing process, the sensing users observe
signals under the following two hypotheses:
absence of primary user at the spectrum
band of interest
presence of primary user at the spectrum
band of interest
We adopt the signal model in [5], where the channels between
the primary and the sensing users are Rayleigh fading with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Then the received signal
at the sensing user is given by [5]
or
where is the AWGN with variance , is the channel coand is the signal from the primary
efficient with variance
. Suppose the sensing users have the inforuser with energy
mation of the noise variance, hence, without loss of generality,
we normalize the noise variance to 1. Accordingly, the signal at
the sensing users becomes

(1)
where
is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
at the sensing users.
With geographically distributed sensing users, it is reasonable to assume that they experience independent fading channels. Thus, the received signals for different sensing users s
are conditionally independent under each hypothesis.
B. Cooperative Strategies
Cooperative spectrum sensing requires the cooperation
among multiple sensing users. In our analysis, a fusion center
collects information from all secondary users and facilitates
their cooperation. Ideally, the cooperation benefit is maximized
if all sensing information from all secondary users reaches the
fusion center without any loss. This condition, however, can
not always be satisfied due to the limited spectrum resource
available to the secondary user system. Hence, we will next
consider two types of sensing strategies, namely cooperative
multiuser sensing with soft information fusion and cooperative
multiuser sensing with hard information fusion.
1) Multiuser Sensing With Soft Information Fusion: In this
case, the fusion center can obtain the information from the distributed secondary users perfectly. This provides a best case scenario for cooperative sensing among multiple secondary users.
Although this may not be practically achievable, it does provide
a useful bound on the multiuser sensing performance. Moreover,
this is also a good model for the case where multiple independent faded copies of the primary user’s signal are collected at a
single secondary user. For example, multiple receive antennas
with appropriate antenna spacing can provide independent faded
copies of the signal, or in the case of fast fading scenario, the
signals from different time slots are independently distributed.
In these cases, the single secondary user can be regarded as the
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fusion center and the different sources of independent faded signals can be regarded as the multiple spectrum sensing nodes
with lossless transmission to the fusion center, leading to soft
information fusion.
2) Multiuser Sensing With Hard Information Fusion: In a
more practical multiuser setup, each distributed secondary user
senses the spectrum usage and then only transmits the one bit
sensing decision, “0” for absence of primary users or “1” for
presence of primary users, to the fusion center.
C. Performance Metric and Diversity Order
In traditional signal detection problems, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (false alarm probability
versus missed detection probability
) are generally used to
graphically illustrate the detection performance [7]. Every ROC
curve is plotted under a certain combination of the system parameters such as SNR, number of cooperative users and so on.
As a result, they do not provide an explicit quantitative relationship between the system parameters and the system metrics
(false alarm, missed detection, and average detection error probabilities) [3]. Hence, to better illustrate the effects of the system
parameters on the performance, in this paper, we analyze each
single system metric as a function of the system parameter variables.
As introduced in Section I, the performance of spectrum
, the
sensing is indicated by the false alarm probability
and the average error probamissed detection probability
is the probability of deciding on
when
is
bility .
is the probability of deciding on
true (type I error);
(type II error) when
is true;
is the average probability
determines the
of making a wrong decision. Physically,
capability of detecting the available spectrum resource, and
indicates the level
thus the efficiency of the system; and
of interference that the secondary user system introduces to the
primary user system, and thus the reliability of the system. As
combines the efficiency and reliability consideraa result,
tions. We denote the probability of the absence of the primary
as and thus that of the presence of the primary
user
as
, then the average error probability is
user
.
The concept of diversity was introduced in wireless communications to quantify the effects of independent fading in space,
time, frequency or code space on the improvement of the system
performance [11]. Quantitatively, the diversity order is defined
as

where can be the bit error rate or the outage probability of the
communication system and SNR is the average signal-to-noise
ratio. In cooperative sensing, the fusion center also receives
multiple copies of the original signal under independent fading.
Hence, the sensing performance is expected to exhibit a similar
behavior. Here we define the diversity order in sensing scenarios
as
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where can be (false alarm),
(missed detection) or (average error). Accordingly, there will be false alarm diversity ,
and average error diversity .
missed detection diversity
when
. In the folObviously,
lowing sections, we will quantify the diversity order of spectrum sensing according to the definitions above for three cases:
single-user sensing, multiuser cooperative sensing with soft information fusion and multiuser cooperative sensing with hard
information fusion. In addition, we will show that, though the
, it actually
diversity order is defined in the limit when
shows up quite early at low SNR.
III. SINGLE-USER SENSING
To achieve uniformly most powerful detection performance,
we use the Neyman–Pearson (NP) detector [7]. With our signal
model, the NP test is the likelihood ratio test:
(2)
where is the threshold of the test. According to (1), the distribution of the decision statistic is

(3)
Hence, the probabilities of false alarm and missed detection are,
respectively,
(4)
and

(5)
A. Diversity Order When Minimizing
As shown in (4) and (5), the performance metrics ,
and
all rely on the choice of the decision threshold .
Clearly, one may choose different thresholds when optimizing
captures the cogdifferent performance metrics. Recall that
captures its reliability. To
nitive system’s efficiency while
balance the system efficiency and reliability, we will optimize
the threshold by minimizing the average error probability
. Setting
and solving for
, we obtain the optimum threshold as
(6)
where
is base- throughout this paper unless otherwise spec, we have
ified. Using this threshold, as

(7)
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and

(8)
Thus, their respective diversity orders can be obtained as

(9)
Accordingly, we establish the following result.
Theorem 1: For single-user spectrum sensing, when the
threshold is chosen to minimize the average error probaas in (6), the diversity order of the NP detector is
bility
.
This theorem is quite intuitive since any single sensing user
only has one copy of the original signal going through the fading
channel and it is well known that the probability of deep fading
(see, e.g., [11]).
in this case is proportional to
From the analysis above, we see that the a priori probabilities
do not affect the diversity orders
of the hypotheses and
of the performance. Without loss of generality, to simplify the
following analyses on the diversity orders, we choose
for the rest of this paper.
B. False Alarm Diversity Versus Missed Detection SNR Gain
In Theorem 1, we choose
to minimize the average detection error probability , which emphasizes equally on the
system’s efficiency and reliability. However, in some systems,
the two features may have different levels of importance. Thus,
and
separately. Our analysis will
we will next analyze
reveal an interesting tradeoff between the system efficiency and
reliability. This tradeoff can be exploited to achieve the desirand
performance and accordingly the preferable
able
spectrum usage efficiency and interference level.
From (4) and (6), we notice that, if one changes the threshold
, then the false alarm diversity order changes from
to
1 in (9) to

On the other hand, with this new threshold
have

, as

(10)
, we

(11)
, which is identical to
in (9)
This implies that
with . In other words, the missed detection diversity order remains unaltered. However, the scaler difference between (8) and
as
, ones
(11) suggests that, to ensure
. This implies that the missed detection probneeds
exhibits a
dB SNR gain (or equivaability
dB SNR loss) when the threshold is chosen as
lently
. This interesting phenomenon may result from the fact
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that the false alarm probability is the right tail of the Rayleigh
distribution which decays very rapidly; whereas the missed detection is the left tail of the Rayleigh distribution which decays
quite slowly.
We summarize the tradeoff between the false alarm diversity
and the missed detection SNR gain in the following corollary.
Corollary 1: For single-user spectrum sensing, when the
with
given in (6), the false alarm
threshold is set to
, while the missed detection
diversity order becomes
but the
curve exhibits a
diversity order remains
dB SNR gain.
The tradeoff between the false alarm diversity and the missed
detection SNR gain presented above provides system designers
with a flexible tool to achieve the desirable tradeoff between the
spectrum usage efficiency of the secondary users and the reliability of the primary users. For example, if the primary users
in the cognitive system are capable of interference suppression
and the spectrum usage efficiency is of major concern for the
system designer, then, by the properties above, the secondary
with
. By this means,
users can set the threshold as
by sacrificing
the false alarm diversity is increased to
dB SNR loss for the missed detection probability.
a
On the other hand, if the primary users are vulnerable to interference and the performance of primary users in the cognitive
system is of the major concern, then, the secondary users can
with
. As a result, there
set the threshold as
dB SNR gain for the missed detection
will be a
.
probability by reducing the false alarm diversity to
As shown later in Section IV-B, this flexibility of the false
alarm diversity can also be utilized to maximize the diversity
order of the multiuser sensing with hard information fusion.
IV. MULTIUSER SENSING
A. Soft Information Fusion
With soft information fusion strategy, the fusion center refrom the distributed sensing users, where
ceives
is the total number of cooperative sensing users and s are
conditionally independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) under
and
. Similar to Section III, the NP test is
both
(12)
where the subscript “ ” refers to soft information fusion.
Since ’s are conditionally independent, and according to
(1), we have

(13)
Hence, the probabilities of false alarm and missed detection are,
respectively,
(14)
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and

In hard information fusion, there are two levels of decision
making, each level having its own decision performance. For
the local decision, there are diversity orders for the local
and local missed detection
false alarm probabilities
. At the fusion center, there are also
probabilities
corresponding diversity orders for the overall hard-decision
, missed detection probability
false alarm probability
and average error probability
. Here we establish
the relationship between the local decision diversity orders
with the overall diversity orders at the fusion center in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3: For multiuser sensing with 1-bit hard information fusion, and with the fusion center threshold
(
), the diversity orders of the NP de,
and
tector are
, where
is the
number of cooperative users.
Proof: See Appendix II.
Similar to the single-user sensing and cooperative sensing
with soft information fusion, cooperative sensing with hard information fusion also provides the system designers with the
flexibility of balancing between the spectrum efficiency of the
) and the reliability of the primary users
secondary users (via
) by the choice of the threshold . A larger will im(via
prove the false alarm performance, leading to higher spectrum
usage efficiency of the secondary users; while a smaller will
improve the missed detection performance, leading to enhanced
reliability of the primary users. However, it is worth noting that
the tradeoff and flexibility here are very different from what we
have discussed in Corollary 1 for the single-user sensing and
the multiuser soft-fusion cases. In previous cases, the tradeoff
was between the false alarm diversity and the missed detection
SNR gain, while here in the case of multiuser hard-fusion, the
tradeoff is between the false alarm diversity and the missed detection diversity.
Note that, though the local threshold
does not appear
explicitly in Theorem 3, it affects the overall system implicitly via
and
. Hence, if one opts to minimize
, one needs to jointly choose
both the optimum local threshold at the individual sensing
users and the optimum hard decision threshold at the fusion
center. However, under this fusion rule, has a very complicated form in
through parameters
and
, rendering
the optimization process mathematically intractable. Even with
numerical techniques, the optimization over still requires the
information of the total number of distributed sensing users in
the network , which is not always available to the secondary
users in real applications. However, with Theorem 3, one can
optimize the overall hard decision fusion performance from the
diversity perspective with different strategies as detailed in the
following two scenarios.
1) Number of Cooperative Users Unknown: In this case,
the sensing users can only perform their optimum detection loand
cally. From Theorem 1, the local threshold is
. According to Thethe local diversities are
,
orem 3, the diversity orders at the fusion center are
and
.

(15)
Accordingly, the average error probability is
. Similar to Section III, minimizing
by taking
, we obtain the optimum threshold as
(16)
Using this threshold, we establish the following theorem.
Theorem 2: For multiuser sensing with soft information fusion, when the threshold is chosen as in (16) to minimize the
, the diversity order of the NP deaverage error probability
, where
is the number of
tector is
cooperative users.
Proof: See Appendix I.
This theorem is also intuitive in that the fusion center has
independently
copies of the original received signals from
fading channels. Similar to Section III-B, we can also choose the
, where
can be any positive number
threshold as
and is not necessarily integer, to increase the false alarm diverwhile keeping the missed detection diversity unsity to
altered at . In this case, there is also a tradeoff between the
missed detection SNR gain and the false alarm diversity. For
, the missed detection probathe false alarm diversity to be
dB SNR gain (or equivalently
bility will exhibit a
dB SNR loss).
B. Hard Information Fusion
With the hard information fusion strategy, each sensing user
makes its own local hard decision and then sends the binary deto the fusion center. For simplicity, we assume that
cision
all distributed sensing users employ the same threshold for
their local decisions where subscript “ ” stands for local. The
corresponding local false alarm and missed detection probabiland
, respectively. Clearly, folities are denoted as
lows conditionally i.i.d. Bernoulli distribution with
and
as the probabilities of value 0 under
and
, respectively; that is
Bernoulli
Bernoulli

(17)

In this case, the NP test becomes
(18)
where subscript “ ” refers to hard information fusion. Accordis
ingly, the distribution of

(19)
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With equal emphasis on false alarm and missed detection per, we obtain the
formance, by maximizing
at the fusion center that maximizes the
optimum threshold
detection error diversity.
Corollary 2: For multiuser sensing with 1-bit hard information fusion, and with each sensing user using locally optimum
threshold
, the optimum threshold at the fusion center
in the sense of maximizing the detection error diversity is
or
with
,
where is the number of cooperative users.
In this case, the strategy is the so-termed majority-fusion rule.
Notice that under this rule, about half of the diversity is lost
compared with the soft information fusion. This indicates that
the hard decision at each local sensing user leads to considerable
information loss of the received signal.
Known: From Corol2) Number of Cooperative Users
lary 1, we have seen that the false alarm diversity at each local
sensing user is flexible. It is shown in the following corollary
that this property can be utilized to maximize the average error
diversity.
Corollary 3: For multiuser sensing with 1-bit hard information fusion, if each distributed sensing user knows the number
of cooperative users , the average error diversity order at the
fusion center can be maximized by choosing local decision
with given in (6) and the fusion decision
threshold
.
threshold
Proof: See Appendix III.
Notice that the decision strategy turns out to be the so-termed
OR-fusion rule. From this corollary, we see that with the information of total cooperative user number available at each local
sensing user, the diversity performance of the average detection
error probability of the hard information fusion equals that of the
. In other words, the
soft information fusion
information of cooperative user number completely compensates for the loss of information by local hard decisions, in terms
of the detection error diversity. However, we should also notice
that though the diversity performance of the two cases are identical, their average error probability performance are still difSNR loss
ferent. As detailed in Section III-B, there is a
by setting
for the missed detection probability
(such that
).
Remarks: As stated in Section II-B, our results on multiuser
sensing with soft information fusion can be readily applied to
the case of combining signals from different multiple time slots
at a single user, as long as the combined received signals experience independent fading. In this case, if the system also uses cooperative multiuser sensing with hard information fusion among
these multiple time slot sensing users, our analysis in this section
can be readily extended by combining the results in Theorems 2
and 3. In addition, for the correlated fading case, intuitively, we
expect that the diversity orders equal the rank of the correlation
matrix of the received signals, which will be justified in the following section.
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Fig. 1. Single-user sensing. Solid curves: threshold 
threshold 
 .

=2

=

; Dashed curves:

alarm probability and the missed detection probability. These
probabilities are shown as the solid curves in Fig. 1. All three
curves exhibit the same slope, indicating diversity orders
.1
To illustrate the tradeoff between the false alarm diversity and
missed detection SNR gain (loss) discussed in Section III-B, we
and obtain the dashed curves in
change the threshold to
and
,
Fig. 1. From the figure, we see that
as predicted Corollary 1. In addition, by comparing the solid
, one can easily verify that at
curve with the dashed one for
dB SNR
high SNR, there is an approximately
loss. This is the price paid for the increase of the diversity for
the false alarm probability.
B. Multiuser Sensing With Soft Information Fusion

A. Single-User Sensing

Here, we simulate the multiuser sensing with soft information
fusion strategy. The total number of cooperating users is
. From the analysis in Section IV-A, we expect the relative
,
and
to be similar to the singleperformance of
user sensing case, except for the diversity order of 5. This is
verified in Fig. 2. The solid curves show that with the threshold
minimizing the average error probability, the diversity orders
. In multiuser sensing
are
with soft information fusion, we can also set the threshold to
to make
. The dashed curves in Fig. 2
and
with
. Similar to the single-user
show
sensing case, comparing the solid curve with the dashed one
, we verify that at high SNR, there is approximately
for
dB SNR gain for the decrease of the false
alarm diversity (from 5 to 2.5).
In the simulations above, the fading coefficients at each user
are assumed to be independent. However, for multitime-slot
sensing which can be modeled as multiuser sensing with soft
information fusion, the fading coefficients can be correlated.
To investigate the diversities in this case, we plot the simulation
in Fig. 3. Notice
results of the detector under the threshold

For single-user sensing, we use the test given by (2) and the
threshold by (6) to obtain the average error probability, false

1For all the simulations performed in this section, the iteration ends when at
least 10 errors have occurred or
iterations are completed.

V. SIMULATIONS

10
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N = 5 multiuser sensing with soft decision fusion. Solid curves:
 =  ; dashed curves: threshold  = 0:5 .

Fig. 2.
threshold

N = 5 multiuser sensing with hard decision fusion. Solid curves:
 =  ,  = 1; dashed curves: threshold  =  ,  = 2.

Fig. 4.
threshold

C. Multiuser Sensing With Hard Information Fusion

N =5
[h h ] = r
r = 0:5 r = 0:9 r = 1

Fig. 3.
multiuser sensing with soft decision fusion on correlated signals
with correlation
. In the direction of arrow:
,
,
,
, respectively.
,

r = 0 r = 0:2

that in this case, the signals under hypothesis
remains unaltered, thus it suffices to give the missed detection performances
and
only. In this simulation, the number of time slots
the correlations of the fading coefficients are assumed to be
where and are indexes for the time slot.
Under this assumption, the correlation matrix is

In Fig. 3, we see that when the correlation
among the fading
coefficients increases, the performance degrades. However, as
is full-ranked, the diversity
long as the correlation matrix
results obtained under the independent fading scenario still hold.
, the diversity reduces
Only when the matrix loses rank
to 1.

For the multiuser sensing with hard information fusion in
Section IV-B, we first consider the case where the number of
is not available to the individual sensing
cooperative users
users. Then, each distributed sensing user makes the locally opas defined in (6). In this case,
timum hard decision, i.e.,
as Theorem 3 dictates, the false alarm diversity, the missed detection diversity and the average error diversity are all heavily
dependent on the threshold at the fusion center. Fig. 4 shows
,
and
of the hard information futhe behavior of
(solid curves) and
(dashed
sion strategy with
. When
curves) when the number of cooperative users is
, the solid curves show that
,
and
; when
, the dashed curves show that
,
and
. These results are consistent with Theorem 3 and illustrate the tradeoff between the false alarm diversity and the missed detection diversity.
at distributed
With locally optimum hard decision
sensing users, the threshold maximizing the average error diveror
according
sity should be chosen as
. From
to Corollary 2. This result is shown in Fig. 5 when
gives the maximum average error
this figure, we see that
diversity. Compared with the error performance under soft information fusion, we see here that this locally optimum hard
decision strategy suffers from a large loss of diversity.
When the distributed sensing users know the number of cooperative users in the network, then the flexibility of the false
alarm diversity in Corollary 1 can be utilized to maximize the
diversities of the hard information fusion. In this case, the local
, where is defined in (6). Fig. 6
decision threshold is
shows the performance with this strategy and compares this with
that of the soft information fusion strategy. From this figure, we
see that in terms of diversity order , the hard information fusion with adjusted local threshold equals the soft information
fusion. However, the soft information fusion has a huge SNR
advantage over the hard information fusion on the missed detection and average error probabilities. This is due to the fact
7 dB SNR loss of
that in the local decisions, a
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N =5

Fig. 5.
multiuser sensing with soft information fusion and hard inforand various s.
mation fusion with

N=5

 =



 = N

Fig. 6.
multiuser sensing with OR-fusion rule with and
(solid curves), majority-fusion rule with
(dotted curves) and soft information fusion (dashed curves).

 =

missed detection probability is introduced to increase the false
to
by setting
.
alarm diversity from
This also explains why the false alarm performance in this hard
information fusion strategy with knowledge of cooperative user
number is better than that in the soft information fusion strategy.
In addition, compared with the dotted curves, we see that this
strategy recovers the diversity loss introduced by the locally optimum hard decision.
D. Low SNR Performance Comparisons
The analysis in this paper focuses on the diversity order which
is meaningful only at high SNR. However, from the simulation
results above, we see that the diversity shows up quite early
in SNR. Actually, most cases with better diversity order also
results in better performance as shown at low SNR in Figs. 1–6.
To further illustrate the relative performance of various decision strategies in low SNR range, we show in Fig. 7 the av-
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( = 0 dB).
 =  ; dashed:

Fig. 7. Low SNR performance of different decision strategies
Solid: soft information fusion; dotted: majority fusion with
OR fusion with
.

 = N

erage detection error of soft information fusion
with
, hard information fusion with
and
as in Corollary 2
and hard
and
as in Corollary
information fusion with
3
at
0 dB. Comparing the solid curve with
the other two curves, we see that at low SNR, the soft information fusion is still better than the hard information fusion. This
is consistent with our expectation in that the soft information
fusion center collects all the information at individual sensing
users and the threshold maximizing the diversity in (16) is actually optimum for any SNR value . Also, the performance of
soft information fusion improves as the number of cooperative
sensing users increases. This means that a bigger number of
cooperative sensing users not only increases the diversity order
at high SNR but also boosts the performance at low SNR.
Comparing the dashed curve with the dotted one, we see
that, though with the knowledge of the number of cooperative
sensing users, the diversity of the hard information fusion can
be maximized as dictated in Corollary 3, its low-SNR performance is greatly compromised. This is due to the fact that with
the strategy in Corollary 3, the performance of local missed deis sacrificed for the sake of false alarm diversity. At
tection
low SNR, the benefit of false alarm is insignificant while the loss
of local missed detection performance takes dominance on the
overall decision fusion performance. Also, it should be noticed
that with the strategy in Corollary 3, larger number of cooperative users causes more performance loss of local missed de, leading to more significantly deteriorated overall
tection
performance of the hard information fusion. With this comparison, we also obtain the conclusion that at low SNR, the
majority-fusion introduced in Corollary 2 is preferred than the
OR-fusion introduced in Corollary 3 for hard information fusion. This is quite intuitive since the majority-fusion rule is more
robust to individual errors.
E. Simulation With Imperfect SNR Estimate
In all our strategies, one needs the SNR information to determine the decision thresholds , and . However, in real
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be achieved at a given missed detection SNR loss. With these
diversity and tradeoff results, we derived the optimum threshold
in each cooperative strategy to guide practical system design.
Simulations have also been presented to further illustrate the
analytical results and compare the various cooperative strategies.
APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
, as
and

With

,

. Thus, according to (14),
and

Fig. 8. Performances of single-user spectrum sensing with imperfect SNR es(0:5; 1:5)
timate ^ = u . Solid curves: u = 1 (perfect); dotted curves: u
(unbiased); dashed curves: u
(1; 1:5) (biased).

U

U

applications, the SNR information can only be obtained via estimation and is thus never perfectly known. Next, we simulate
our algorithms with imperfectly estimated SNR values.
where
First, suppose our estimated SNR
is the multiplicative noise factor. As discussed before, the performance of the single-user sensing is fundamental to that of the
multiuser sensing case. Therefore, here we only present the effect of imperfect SNR estimate on single-user sensing in Fig. 8.
This figure shows the performances of the single-user sensing
with perfect (solid), unbiased (dotted), and biased (dashed) SNR
estimate. From this figure we see that there is very little difference among the performances with different SNR estimation
quality. This means that our spectrum sensing algorithm is robust against imperfect SNR estimate. This is because though
the threshold expression involves the SNR value, the algorithm
only requires the threshold to increase or decrease in consistency with SNR.
It is also worth noting that with the biased SNR estimate, if
the bias is positive as in the dashed curve case, the performance
will actually get improved because we are
of false alarm
choosing a larger threshold. We expect the opposite when the
bias is negative.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed various cooperative spectrum
sensing strategies under different scenarios. By considering
both false alarm and missed detection probabilities individually
and jointly via the average error probability, we found several
tradeoffs between the system efficiency and reliability under
three different spectrum sensing strategies. For single-user
sensing and multiuser sensing with soft information fusion,
the tradeoff is between the false alarm diversity gain and the
missed detection SNR loss by altering the detection threshold.
For multiuser sensing with hard information fusion without
information of cooperative user number, there is a tradeoff
between the diversities of false alarm and missed detection. In
addition, under hard information fusion, with the knowledge
of cooperative user number, the soft decision diversity can

Also, with

defined above, as
and

,

. Thus, according to (15),
and

Accordingly,

.
APPENDIX II
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

From (18) and (19)

The false alarm diversity at the local sensing decision is
,
,
,
, thus
so as
. In the summation of
, as
, the term with lowest power order of
will
, and the false alarm
dominate, thus
diversity order is

From (18) and (19)

From the same argument, the missed detection diversity order is

APPENDIX III
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3
From Corollary 1, we know that the local threshold can be
chosen as
. In this case,
and
. By Theorem 3, if the hard decision threshold is
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, the average error diversity is
. To maximize
, we need to maxand
simultaneously. By maxiimize both
. Then
.
mizing the latter, we obtain
, we obtain the maximum diversity
Thus, as long as
. However, as stated in Corollary 1, higher
will
cause higher SNR loss for the missed detection performance.
to minimize the SNR loss for the
Thus, we choose
missed detection performance while achieving the maximum
average error diversity.
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